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Learning/Teaching Results Summary

	Is student-faculty contact in and out of class encouraged?
	Critical Issues
	Keeping students on campus

Communication with students to let them know what is going on
Department level lack of engagement
	Significant Issues
	BeachBoard use needs to increase
Increase the value and opportunity for student/faculty mentoring
Know your students’ names
University Student Union is not well designed


Issues and Recommendations

Communication to students—Increase amount, and the speed at which it is delivered; get information out concerning groups and organizations; information management should link with learning management and appear seamless; office hours are not always convenient for students; create a “student solutions manual,” faculty need to use the interactive portion of BB more
Outdated Information—Update information and develop mechanism to maintain currency
Physical Campus—create more room to eat lunch; wireless network fades in and out


	Is cooperation among students encouraged through collaborative assignments and in-class, group exercises?
	Critical Issues
	Space to engage in collaborative projects both inside and outside the classroom

Need a platform to share info 
Much needed—website format and searchable “course blog”
	Significant Issues
	Computer access for students that are without one
Open space in classrooms—tables, environment for collaborative learning
	Satisfactory Issues
	Wireless access facilitates “hands on” learning
On-line access to journals and data bases
Opportunities are provided for collaborative work when subject allows for this type of exercise—some courses don’t lend themselves to this type of work

Issues and Recommendations

Electronic opportunities—have text books in electronic format, provide more benches & tables for outside learning areas, use a common platform to share files, provide production and testing server for faculty
Difficulties of working in a group—actually provides students with an opportunity to confront those who are not pulling their weight in the group in a constructive manner, provides management experience
	Do you have the opportunity to apply course content to real-world situations?
	Critical Issues
	Uneven faculty use of technology in effective ways

Insufficient funding
NetGen desire for speed may create problems in terms of expectations about learning
Students may ignore other than academic pursuits; rush to finish
	Significant Issues
	Students are not necessarily experts on technology as a learning tool
Multi-tasking may detract from learning and needs to be managed
Students don’t always take advantage of contact with faculty
	Satisfactory Issues
	Need to increase student awareness of opportunities for application of learning/ experiential learning

Issues and Recommendations

Uneven faculty use of technology—Faculty training; better access to technology in classrooms
Student use of technology—Survey, focus groups on students’ use and knowledge of technology; student-faculty focus groups to come up with ground rules, best practices on such issues as use of lap tops in class; student training on using technology resource to maximum effectiveness
Increased student awareness—may need attention at curriculum level or advising; faculty can address learning issues; through focused advising help students to understand the value of engagement practices
Faculty contact—maximize use of BeachBoard and other technology to make this possible; advise students on importance of contact; also, be a focus for Departmental activities and functions to raise student awareness

	Have you regularly experienced prompt feedback from your professors concerning your performance on assignments and exams?
	Critical Issues

	   Some faculty members don’t provide students substantial comments/feedback on assignments and/or frequently do not return them in a timely manner

	   The same faculty also do not provide students assistance, either in class or in their offices

	Feedback issues exist across the curriculum, but seem more prevalent in GE courses
	Significant Issues
	Faculty need to communicate effectively so students may use available technology resources to improve learning

Staff in administrative positions such as Enrollment Services need to communicate more effectively so that students can understand how to use technical services and interpret their meaning more efficiently (i.e., transcripts in MyCSULB)
Faculty need to uniformly use BeachBoard as a learning tool 
	Satisfactory Issues
	Students who find a mentor, especially early on in their studies, have a significantly more satisfactory and positive learning experience than students who do not
	Students find that many faculty are available for advising during posted office hours
Informal peer advising about selecting courses is satisfactory when students from different majors share their respective knowledge


Issues and Recommendations

Feedback to students—mentor existing faculty and new faculty so that they understand the importance of providing students meaningful feedback on assignments; faculty should also be mentored so that they understand the importance of help students master the course content in-and-outside the classroom
Cultural changes—must occur at the department, college and university levels to make faculty feedback on assignments and assisting students a key priority; offer both incentives and sanctions for doing so
Technology—use technology to gather student comments and evaluations both in the classroom and at different points in the semester, i.e., classroom response systems, periodic evaluations of teaching and learning
GE problems—presently there are too many large classes and too many faculty and students who do not understand the purpose of GE and how a specific class contributes to meeting the goals and objective of GE; smaller classes, broader awareness and connecting of GE to the bigger picture would be helpful

	In your course work, is “time-on-task,” an indication of how long a student should spend on an assignment, emphasized?
	Critical Issues
	Clear expectations should be given at the start of a semester

Not enough feedback is given to students about progress by the “drop” deadline 
	Clear expectations of assignments should be given from the beginning

Issues and Recommendations

Assignment Planning—not usually emphasized; would help to have an expansive assignment broken-down into check points; syllabus should reflect accurate parameters for study and assignments, benchmarks, peer review/editing opportunities
Faculty awareness—faculty need to be made aware of students’ different learning styles and how they can assist them in being success in completing assignments well and on time; this can be accomplished through professional development workshops; keep in mind that some students do not need much help while others can experience stress from expectations 
Early Assessment—feedback to students in a timely fashion and early enough in the semester to avoid having to drop the course 


	Do your professors encourage you to meet high expectations; and what types of expectations do they communicate to you?
	Critical Issues
	Pedagogy

Consistency in syllabus
Faculty technology development (some don’t know how to use it)
Student technology preparation
Course materials
	Significant Issues
	Inconsistent course content across departments and colleges
	It’s not clear how and what students will be getting in relation to expectations and achievability
More meaningful questions in course/instructor evaluations


Issues and Recommendations

Teaching style and pedagogy—faculty training and collaborative expectations; expectations expressed at the beginning of the semester should be sustained; lower division courses should be challenging; less lecture; too much reading expected; too many books chosen
Consistency in syllabi—all faculty should provide a syllabus with clear expectations; need to stick to the syllabus; use technology in assignments and maintaining collaborative learning; delivery of instruction is important for learning; faculty need to keep office hours as posted
Faculty and technology—many opportunities for faculty to use technology to enhance learning experience, but many do not; it’s a less intimidating way for some to have interaction and additional assistance from a professor; can make the delivery of course instruction more exciting; all faculty should use BeachBoard
Students and technology—do not assume that all students have the same level of expertise in using technology for academic reasons; opportunities for student tutoring in technology; all students should use BeachBoard
Course materials—students refrain from purchasing books because professors do no always use all that are required or use them enough to warrant cost; on-line books may help; disconnect between lectures and course materials, tighten the connections and test should reflect content delivered
Inconsistent course content across colleges/departments—different expectations from instructors depending upon department or college; syllabus may show high expectations but there is no follow through; goes back to culture of departments and colleges; best practices should be held as models for all in the University
Evaluations—need to ask more relevant questions and carry more weight; used for effective change;
Rate My Professor site is heavily used by students for selecting course 

	Is respect for diverse talents and ways of learning (written, oral and visual) provided that is culturally relevant?
	Critical Issues
	Interactive learning opportunities

Faculty need to know students and styles
Faculty awareness of cultural barriers
Directing students to cultural resources on campus
	Significant Issues
	Awareness of non-traditional students
Smart classrooms and use of clickers
	Satisfactory Issues
	University offers diversity and cultural variety

Issues and Recommendations

Interactive learning opportunities—Awareness leads to knowing how students prefer contact and engagement; the ability to select among assignments that address same competency levels but allow different method of demonstration; group activities; breaking large groups into small; including outside assignments which help students become familiar with campus resources
Faculty awareness of learning styles—through Faculty Development workshops become familiar with identifying learning styles and how different cultures prefer to interact, some like face to face, others don’t; easier to be open to change when styles and preferences are first acknowledged and respected
Cultural Resources—tours and information booklets; attend international student events; be more engaging with some students who don’t come forth
Use of technology in the classroom—minimize PowerPoint and/or add graphics; use technology for communication outside of classroom, blogs, discussions, etc; use technology to assist non-traditional students



Additional Comments from Table Participants

The themes are pretty consistent:
	Use BeachBoard

Engage students through on-line discussions and blogs
Know students, recognize learning styles and cultural styles
Provide options in assignments that allow students to measure success through their strengths
Create learning communities, even within a seminar class that creates team learning opportunities
Use the campus as a means of educating students
Take evaluations seriously and use the information to improve course delivery
Accuracy in advising
Continued options of University 100; creating 200, 300 and 400 classes that help students and keep them connected as they navigate themselves towards graduation
Everyone needs training in technology, even students
Clear, courteous and sincere communication of information and expectations
Use of technology to enhance student learning, not as a substitute for teaching
Aggressively advertise and promote campus groups, activities, resources and opportunities 


